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Shortage in
da,y ip-16-79 workers closes
cafeteria lines
OSA will not
support state bill

The Ohio Student
Association (OSA) voted
unanimously Sunday not to
support a state bill that would
allow a student voting
representative on the board
of trustees' of state-supported
universities, colleges and
technical schools.
The bill, which caused
some controversy at the
University, now is dead,
according to Student
Government Association
(SGA) President Michael D.
Zinicola. Without OSA support, it would be impossible
for the bill to pass in the Ohio
Legislature, he said.
Eleven schools were
represented at the meeting at
Ohio State University,
Zinicola said, adding that he
attended it with three other
SGA officers.
"Every school basically
had the same concerns," he
said.
He said the schools were
concerned about the way the
student would be selected and
that the student would have to
be familiar with issues other
than those of student concern.
OSA based its vote on the
opinions of state-supported
universities, colleges and
technical schools. SGA voted
last Wednesday not to support
the bill.
Zinicola said OSA will be
looking at new alternatives
"that are more feasible and
will benefit the student more
than the bill would."
Zinicola added that an
announcement about this
issue will be made at
tomorrows SGA meeting.

FEATURES-As acting
dean of the Graduate College,
Elmer Spreitzer is the "offical hassle agent" for
graduate students. Page 4.
Betty van der Smissen, as
the director of the newly
formed School of Health,
Physical Education and
Recreation, is devoting her
time to making sure the new
programs get off to a good
start. Pages.
NEWS-As outside temperatures cool, the temperatures inside University
buildings are also cooling as
thermostats are set in
compliance with President
Carter's energy guidelines.
Page 4.

elsewhere
STOCKHOLM-The 1979
Nobel Prize in physics was
awarded yesterday to two
Americans and a Pakistani.
Page 6.
ST. LOUIS-The New
Madrid fault zone covers a
five-state region in the midMississippi Valley and is
considered the nation's most
threatening earthquake belt.
Page 7.

weather
Partly cloudy and turning
warmer. High65F(18C), low
45F (7C), 20 percent chance of
precipitation.

Tuggers struggle
over muddy puddle

by Gary Benz
ttalf reporter

The University currently is
experiencing one of its worst
shortages of cafeteria workers in
recent years, says Mona L. Pugh,
director of Resident Dining.
Of the 700 students needed to All
cafeteria jobs, Pugh said, there are
only about 578 employees right
now.
As a result, the cold sandwich
lines in McDonald and KreisherCompton cafeterias that are
usually open on weekends are
closed.
Pugh said she noticed a substantial decrease in employees last
spring and in turn expected a
shortage this fall.
"There's usually a decrease of
workers in the spring because most
students work fall and winter to get
money for Florida (spring
vacation). However, last spring
there was a pretty big letdown of
workers so we anticipated a letdown this fall. But I didn't expect
this big of a letdown," Pugh said.

The 16th annual Sigma Phi
Epsilon Mud Tug was held
Friday at College Park, north of
Of fenhauer Towers.
Pulling themselves to victory
in the fraternity division was
Sigma Alpha Epsilon. Phi Delta
Theta finished second.
Delta Zeta outlasted Kappa
Delta for the victory in the
sorority division.
A special quagmire tug also
was won by Delta Zeta as they
defeated Sigma Alpha Epsilon.
The tug pitted three fraternity
men against six sorority women.
Chi Omega cheered its way to
the event's spirit award.
The mud tug earned about
$100, which will be donated to
either the Wood County Heart
Association or the Wood Lane
School.
stall photo by Tim Carrig

SHE ADDED that the largest
shortage is in McDonald and
Harshman Dining Halls where
there is a need for a total of 65
workers. However, she pointed out
that between Kreischer, Founders
and Commons there is a need for
an additional 22 employees.
Although the shortage does exist,
Pugh said there are no concrete
reasons why.
She said one theory might be that
students know when they work in a
cafeteria, they're going to have to
work.
"We expect students to work
from the time they punch in until
the time they punch out. I think
most students want a job where
they can just baby-sit a telephone.
We just don't work that way,"
Pugh said.
A problem the shortage has
created is disillusionment among
the present workers.
"THE STUDENTS we have now
are working so much that they're
becoming disillusioned and quitting. When they come in expecting
to work a two-hour shift and work
20 to 30 minutes overtime
everytime they work, they get
discouraged
and
ultimately
resign," Pugh said.
Joyce Gibson, freshman deaf
education major and employee of
McDonald cafeteria, said she has
had to work overtime almost
everytime she's worked this
quarter.
"The only way you get to leave is
if you have a class," Gibson said.
"It gets discouraging. If you make
plans, you never know if you'll be
able to follow through with them
because you'll probably have to
work overtime.
Debbie Battis, sophomore accounting major and Harshman
cafeteria employee, said she has
had to work long hours but really
hasn't minded it.
continued on page 3

photo by RobCurschman
Chi Omega sorority (above) didn't make it past the second
round at the Sig Ep Mud Tug Friday behind Offenhauer
Towers. The event, sponsored by Sigma Phi Epsilon

fraternity, features fraternities and sororities battling It out
for the championship in each division.

Capital improvement bill awaits Senate action
by John Lammers
editorial editor

The Ohio Senate will wait until it
reconvenes Nov. 13 before acting
on Gov. James A. Rhodes' $774.8
million capital improvements
package. University officals also
will be waiting to see if they will get
all of the $7.9 million the plan
allocates to them.
The bill moved quickly through
the House and was passed Sept. 20.
But Wednesday it was announced
the bill would be held up in the
Senate Finance committee until
the Senate reconvenes.
However, that wait is not in vain,
University Vice President Richard
A. Edwards said Friday.
"It's a good sign. It would've
been a mistake to have quick ac-

tion. Some thought the Senate, in
the absence of facts, might make...
blanket cuts." Edwards said.
IN THE MEANTIME, the
finance committee will hold
hearings at which officals will be
given the opportunity to justify
their appropriations.
"We welcome the opportunity to
testify. We've been anxious to
testify," Edwards said.
University President Hollis A.
Moore Jr., Friday received a letter
from state Sen. Harry Meshel (DYoungstown), chairman of the
committee, asking for further
details on the projects under
consideration.
Edwards said there has been no
request for anyone from the
University to testify, but that if the

University is asked, Moore will $49.6 million for University of
testify.
Cincinnati, were likely to be the
EDWARDS SAID the University victims if cuts are made.
will have no problem justifying its
"It would be highly ironical if
requests. But he added that some Bowling Green is cut given that
other colleges may find it difficult small amount ($7.9 million)."
to justify theirs.
Edwards said.
"Each item (in the apTHE SENATE is concerned with
propriation)
represented
the need for improvements and the
something we requested," he said, state's ability to pay for them, but
but other schools were allocated it is also interested in whether the
more funds than they requested.
schools have the money to operate
"What really has the committee new buildings.
upset are the portions of the bill
"Getting the bricks and mortar
that never appeared in the is one thing, maintaining it (a new
recommendation (of each college building) is another," he said.
to the state Board of Regents)," he
Edwards, who spent part of last
said.
week in Columbus and is returning
He indicated that larger ap- there today to lobby for the
propriations, such as $58 million University, said the Senate is not
for Cleveland State University and "getting tough."

Crime prevention program uses residents
by Jeff Diver
staff reporter

In a faintly lit dormitory hall at
2:30 a.m., a student pulls a fire
alarm. The student sees the act as
a joke; the residents see it as a
nuisance.
In another dormitory, a purse is
being lifted from an unlocked room
while the unsuspecting victim is
taking a shower.
These instances are all too
common. The Student Government
Association (SGA), in an effort to

curb them, has devised a plan
known as the Campus Crime
Prevention program.
The purpose of the program,
which started Monday, is to stop
unnecessary late-night fire alarms,
thefts and vandalism, according to
Mark M. Krach, state and community affairs coordinator for
SGA. Krach said at last week's
meeting that SGA officials and
Campus Safety and Security officers will meet with all hall
directors, resident advisors and
residents to increase awareness of

the crimes. Other organizations
will be contacted "to get a wall of
backing for this project," Krach
said.
"The whole thrust of this
program is to reverse peer
pressure" of not doing anything
about the crimes, he said. To do
this, students will be confronted
with the facts about the crimes and
their cost to students.
A HALL with a majority of the
students participating in the
program will be designated with a
sign stating so. Krach said the

program resembles the city block
watch program.
"If every participant sees it (the
program) for what it is, I think it
can really go over good," SGA
President Michael Zinicola said.
William Bess, director of
Campus Safety and Security, cited
crime statistics from a period of
Sept. 16 to Oct. 3. Eighteen grand
thefts, eight petty thefts, seven
vehicle accessory thefts and nine
burglaries were reported in that
period.
In addition, six vehicle damage

cases and three criminal mischief
cases were reported. Bess said the
number of crimes in that period
exceeded the total number of such
crimes in September 1978.
HE SAID a majority of the thefts
occurred becaused the property
was unprotected by the owner.
Bess said a reduction in dormitory vandalism could benefit the
student in housing fees.
Krach said when a student sees a
serious crime taking place, he
should call Campus Safety and
Security.

For those of you who enjoy chewing razor blades...
The general bulletin describes
the class in the following way:
SOC 313. AGGRESSIVE STONE
THROWING (4) II, III. Basic
theories of, approaches to, and
topics concerning how to get people
angry, miffed, and genuinelydownright -close-to-foaming-at-themouth mad. Interests in scorpions,
razor-blade chewing, cold toilet
seats, migraine headaches and-or
John Denver are helpful but not
required. No fatties, FR, or bi's.
I wish now that I had read that
particular passage after the
registrar's office took it upon itself
to enroll me in the class instead of
fulfilling my request for JOURN
402. LAW AND ETHICS.
I'm not blaming the University,
you understand; for them it was
just a matter of upholding a longstanding tradition.
I am, however, blaming myself.
YOU
SEE,
I
thought
AGGRESSIVE
STONE
THROWING would probably be an
easy class: Possibly a HPE course
where you leam how to skip a two-

would have been a mild slap on the
wrist compared to the torture I
endured during the course of this
class. (Or the class of this course).

focus
Rob Wilkins
ounce, semi-elliptical stone three
times across Poe Ditch (A course I
believed to be impassable during
spring quarter, but a task
achievable during fall quarter as
long as I stayed home on rainy
days).
Or perhaps it was another pop
culture course in the continuing
saga of such classics as ZOOKEEPING, THE HISTORY OF
THE
PENCIL:
LED
OR
GRAPHITE?
and
COMPARATIVE
STRIDES
OF
CAMELS, GRASSHOPPERS AND
PRE-RENAISSANCE MAN.
Standing for hours in the dropadd line to pick up LAW AND
ETHICS, along with enrichment of
knowledge, Just didn't seem to
stand a chance.
In looking back, the drop-add line

I NEVER MADE it through the
first day. After walking to the 8:30
class, which was supposed to meet
in Room 408 of the stadium, I began
to realize that this class might pose
some problems. First of all, there
is no Room 408 at the stadium.
I must have looked like a freshman, dazed and tripping several
times over random barbells. I was
just about to give up when one of
the assistant soccer coaches,
noticing my confusion, asked me
what the trouble was.
"I'm looking for Soc. 313," I
stammered. "It's supposed to be in
Room 408."
He smiled. "I'll tell you where it
is if you promise to join the soccer
team."
"Sure, sure," I said. "Anything
to get me to class."
"THE CLASS is in University
Hall 200," he said. "The first

soccer practice is Monday."
His laughter followed me as I
made my way across campus.
Other problems soon became
apparent after I finally arrived.
When I walked through the door, I
slipped on some marbles, which
had been left on the floor - according to my professor - by a pop
culture class the day before.
If it weren't for my sitting on a
tack, I might have believed the
story. I was starting to get mad.
Over half the class, after entering under similar conditions,
had left - red-faced and swearing.
THE CLASS BEGAN. "My name
is Dr. Ian Pisthauft," the professor
said. "And this is AGGRESSIVE
STONE THROWING. The purpose
of this class is to leam how to get
people angry, miffed, and
genuinely-down right -close-tofoaming-at-the-mou th mad. Let's
get started. Do any of you have any
ideas on how to do this?''
The silence got so unbearable
that I decided to give it a try.
"Yes, you, pencil neck,"

Pisthauft said.
"Uh, well, you know what makes
me sort of mad is runaway inflation. You know it's more than a
13-percent rate now."
Pisthauft began to giggle.
"Oooee, boy do you have a lot to
learn, pencil neck. Why don't you
try to get the chairs in the room to
walk on Washington? Now, does
someone intelligent have anything
to say?"
SOMEONE IN THE back of the
room decided to try his luck:
"Yeah, I think your pants belong in
a moth-balled closet at a Vietnamese refugee camp."
"Not bad, kid," Pisthauft said.
"You've got a lot of potential. Too
bad you won't be able to use it here.
Now, get the hell out of here.
Anyone else?"
This time there were no
responses. The class should have
known what was coming when
Pisthauft began to turn green. As it
was we were unprepared.
"Poodles are ugly," Pisthauft
started. "Cheryl Tiegs has wide

hips. Priests never wear underwear on Tuesdays. The
Cleveland Browns are all bisexuals
and have been known to sip tea
after home games."
BY THIS TIME, there was a mild
rumble working through the class.
"Disco music reeks," said
Pisthauft, now in a rage. Chappaquidick. Richard Nixon. Disco
music reeks. Woody Hayes.
Parking services. Disco music
reeks. Alan Alda was once seen
eating a live chicken. Disco music
reeks..."
I began to feel sick. The next
thing I remember is waking up in a
restroom cluttered with my
classmates.
I read in The BG News the next
week that the class had been
cancelled because there were "no
students."
As I folded The News over, a
headline on the back page caught
my attention. It read: "Soccer
team reports record turnout."
Rob Wilkins is assistant editorial
editor of the News.

opinion
City issues affect
University student
While students, we think of the University as somewhat of an island.
We often assume that only what is important to the school is important
to us.
That, however, is a mistake.
Not only are we part of Bowling Green, the university, we are residents
of Bowling Green, the city.
Accordingly, the actions of Bowling Green's city council, city administration and board of education are nearly as important as the work
of the University administration.
We drive on city streets, walk on city sidewalks, spend our money in
city businesses and use city utilities.
-Jf only foUhmfiMPM, the participation of students with city issues is
mcessary
For example, it was through student effort that parking was removed
from South College Street. That was a city problem that affected students.
There are other recent city issues that apply to the University community: the proposed new waste water treatment plant, the renovation
and the widening of Wooster Street, the block watch program and the
downtown litter problem.
City involvement will come into focus in the coming weeks.
With elections drawing near, the candidates for mayor, city council and
board of education will be campaigning for the student vote.
We hope University students will remember that the decisions of those
officials affect them, too.

x
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Taking another run at the Parking Services windmill
Wednesday morning I drove
through Lot 3, the commuter
parking lot west of McDonald
dorms. At 9 a.m. I didn't expect to
find a parking space but I wanted
to find out if commuters were
getting the usual raw deal. We are.
There were at least 12 vehicles
illegally parked in commuter
spaces, at least five of which had
faculty-staff decals. Lot J, the
faculty-staff lot in the same area,
was less than half full. There were
no violation assessment envelopes
on any of the vehicles.
This wouldn't bother me so
much, except that my fall
validation card is being withheld
for a parking violation from last
February; I was fined $3 for

focus
John D. Giedlinski
parking in a meteredlot after attempting to find space in Lot 3 and
instead finding some 15 facultystaff and on-campus vehicles
parked there.
I've tried to straighten out this
problem. I spoke to Lieutenant (?)
Jones twice last year (he's director
of Parking Services) and asked
him to take the matter to the
Parking Appeals Board, but I
never heard of any result from
such action. I would be prepared to

.The 313 Hews.
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ticular case is that "faculty and
staff may overflow into any
commuter parking area." A
member of the Parking Services
staff mentioned that she knew this
rule was honored more in the
breach than the observance, but
she didn't say why it wasn't enforced.
IN THE MEANTIME I can
either pay a fine I don't believe I
deserve, and compromise my
principles; or I can seriously
compromise my academic work.
The reply from the Bursar's office

If you would like to comment on something in The
News or anything of student
interest, write to The News.
The letter or guest column
should be typewritten, triplespaced and signed. Inlcude
your address and telephone
number for verification.
The News reserves the
right to reject letters or
portions of letters that are in
bad taste, malicious or
libelous.
Address your comments to:
Editorial Editor, The BG
News, 106 University Hall.

reads, "So much for principles."
And I thought one purpose of
education was to develop principles to live by. I must be naive
after all.
I'll be around for two more
quarters, which is enough time to
take another run at this particular
windmill. I won't push it over, but
I'll consider it a Pyrrhic victory if I
make a hole big enough for
somebody else to see through.
John D. Giedlinski is a teaching
fellow in the School of Speech
Communication.
by Garry Trudeau
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Business manager

worth of time. In a reasoning
society I would be considered to
have made my restitution. The
Bursar could transfer $3 from my
general fee, or other fees, to
Parking Services, and close that
file if this were a reasoning society.
No such luck here. The message I
get from the Bursar is, "Pay up
and be happy we let you."
I don't expect justice or equality
or fairness from those in power.
That would be naive. All I expect is
for those in power to follow their
own rules. The rule in this par-

respond.

Pat My land
Paula Winslow
Cindy Zlotnik
John Lammers
Oan Firestone
Pam Dalgteish
Frank Breithaupt
MikeGueulette
Despina Kertson

Wire editor

pay the fine if I knew that the
faculty and staff were being fined
for those space violations just as
the students are; I asked, but was
not given permission, to see
records of such fines being levied
on the faculty and staff. I have
explained the problem to people in
the Bursar's office twice, and that
is very similar to talking to a wall:
I get sympathy and understanding
but no change in status.
FOR A |3 FINE I am denied use
of the library and other facilities
important to my academic work.
Somehow the punishment seems a
bit out of proportion to the crime.
It is now two weeks into the
quarter. I've been denied use of
campus facilities for at least $5
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To sell beer or not to sell beer...

Women in Communications Inc.
Women in Communications Inc. will meet at 7:30 p.m. today in 111
Business Administration Bldg. Representatives of various campus
media will be present to discuss internship opportunities. The meeting
is free and open to members and interested communications majors.
Refreshments will be served.

Calligraphy workshop
"Calligraphy: Italic Script" will be the topic of a workshop from 7:30
to 9:30 p.m. today at the University Center for Continued Learning, 194
S. Main St. Miles Overholser, a free-lance lettering artist, will conduct
the workshop. A $3 fee will be charged for the session, which is open to
all. For information contact the center at 372-0363.

Racquetball tournament registration
Registration deadline is Oct. 29 for the Student Recreation Center's
U.S. Racquetball Association-sanctioned racquetball tournament,
Nov. 2-4.
The three-day tournament will be divided into men's and women's
singles, with beginner, intermediate and advanced classifications. All
participants will receive a free T-shirt and USRA game balls.
Also included in the event will be an exhibition doubles match with
Ben McGuire, rec center director, and WTVG-TV newscaster Phyllis
Quail against rec center assistant director Kathy Rittler and WTVGTV sports director Jim Mengel.
Entry forms are available at the rec center. Entry fee is $8 for
students and rec center members and $12 for others. For information
contact Jill Holden at the rec center, 372-2711.

Theology class in Toledo
The Rev. James Bacik of St. Thomas More Catholic Church will
teach a class about the theology of Karl Rahner from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m.
tomorrow at the West Toledo Religious Education Center, 4143 Monroe
St., Toledo. The course will be free. For information write the center or
call at 474-5494.

Volunteers in Progress
Volunteers in Progress will hold an orgizational meeting at 8 p.m.
today in the Forum, Student Services Building. All are welcome.

Linda Pastan poetry reading
A poetry reading by Linda Pastan, a New York City native, will be at
9:30 p.m. today in the Recital Hall, Old Music Building. Pastan is the
author of two collections of poetry: "Aspects of Eve" and "A Perfect
Circle of Light." The reading is sponsored by the University Creative
Writing Program and the National Endowment for the Arts and is free
and open to all.

Lecture on energy
Stanford R. Ovshinsky, president of Energy Conversion Devices,
Inc. of Troy, Mich., will lecture at 7:30 p.m. today in US Education
Bldg. Ovshinsky, a self-taught physicist and inventor, will discuss
possible solutions to the energy crisis, including the use of glass-like
materials in solar energy. His lecture is free and open to all.

To let Gastown, 204 W. Wooster
St., sell high beer, or not to let the
establishment sell beer, that was
one of the questions facing City
Council at the meeting last night.
What council considered was a
resolution which would authorize a
public hearing, conducted by the
state liquor control department, to
hear city residents' objections to
the issuing of a C-2 liquor license
to Gastown.
The C-2 license would allow
Gastown to sell high powered beer
and malt liquor from an establishment which is within 500 feet of
both a Presbyterian church and the
city junior high school.

COUNCIL HAS already received
objections to the possible liquor
license from the church ministry
and from the city school board.
Council passed unanimously the
measure which would call the state
into the controversy over the sale
of high beer so close to a church
and public schools.
Municipal Administrator Wesley
K. Hoffman in other business said
that the rain of the last week has
set back completion of the East
Wooster Street repaving project.
HOFFMAN SAID that the
project should be finished by
Wednesday.

Ward 4 Councilman Dr. Roger A.
Anderson asked Hoffman whether
Conrail Street railroad crossing,
would be fixing the Wooster Street
crossing.
Conrail had intentions of fixing
the Wooster Street crossing and
adding gates, Hoffman said, noting
the Conrail said the two were
separate projects.
"EVERY YEAR they seem to
come in and do an excellent job on
Court Street," Anderson said,
adding that they never get around
to fixing the Wooster Street
crossing.

City Attorney Patrick Crowley
said that he had not received a
deed tendered to Mayoral Candidate Douglas Valentine for a
parcel of land and that the ordinance before council to accept
the deed should not be voted on that
night.
Valentine explained that the
deed contained erroneous boundries and that, in effect, he would
be giving the city someone else's
property.
HE ADDED that as soon as the
boundries in the deed are changed
and a survey is made, he will
return the deed signed.

Rhodes scholarship offers study in England
Students talented and ambitious
may be qualified to receive a
Rhodes Scholarship, which awards
up to three years of study at Oxford
University in England.
Interested students can apply
until Oct. 31 for the grant which
includes about $9,900 a year
(depending on the international
monetary exchange rate) in addition to travel expenses to and
from Oxford. Application forms
are available from the English
department, 202 University Hall
372-0033.
Cecil J. Rhodes established in his
will in 1902 a scholarship program
that would invite the best of the

world's future leaders to study at
Oxford University. He specified
that no candidate be disqualified
because of race or religious
opinions.
However, he neglected one
group-women.
IT TOOK the United Kingdom's
Sex Discrimination Act of 1976 to
finally dissolve all barriers to
women who wished to compete for
the award. Eleven of this year's 32
winners are women.
Requirements for the award
have not changed since its inception. The grants go to persons of
intellectual, moral and spiritual

excellence, with some interest or
skill in athletics, although this does
not necessarily require participation in sports. A high grade
point average is not as important
as well-rounded development and
leadership qualities.
The grants are made on a
competitive basis to unmarried
students of at least junior standing
between the ages of 18 and 24.
THERE ARE 32 scholarships
given to Americans on a regional
basis. University students would
compete with others in six neighboring states.
An Ohio Committee of Selection

may nominate two candidates to
the district competition. Each
District Committee of Selection
may elect four Rhodes Scholars.
"The stereotypical portrayal of
the Rhodes scholar as a law
student active in track just doesn't
hold these days," said Frank
Baldanza, assistant chairman of
the
English
department.
Applications are sought from
students without restriction as to
their
field
of
academic
specialization or career plans.
The University has never
produced a Rhodes winner.

Shortage «romP.g.
Because of the shortage and its
problems, Pugh, who has been
associated with food services since
1960, said that steps have been, and
still are being, taken to remedy the
situation.
SHE SAD) that when the shortage was first noticed last spring,
posters aimed at encouraging
freshmen to work in the cafeterias
were printed in the summer.

Pugh said she hasn't gotten
much of a response from the
posters.
"They just didn't do what we
wanted them to do," she said.
Pugh said she plans to recruit
students from area high schools to
pick up the slack.
"We're hoping for relief from the
high school students, she said. The
only problem with using them is

that they can usually only work
evening and weekend meals.
Pugh said she anticipates less of
a shortage by winter quarter
because students will be looking for
something to do.
"I'm sure hoping for relief (from
the shortage)," she said. "The kids
now are doing a tremendous job,
but we just can't stretch them any
further."

"I HAVEN'T had any problems.
The longer hours just mean more
money," Battis said.
Mary
Ellen Kranock, a
sophomore gerontology major and
co-worker of Battis, said she would
like to work even more hours than
she already is.
"I need the money," Kranock
said. "Sure we could use more
help, but I think we do a pretty
good job with the people we have."
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'Official hassle agent' for grads
Spreitzer samples position of dean
As the "official hassle agent" for the Graduate
College, Elmer Spreitzer works to balance the
interests of students with those of the University. It
isn't always easy to do.
"If a student is having problems meeting his
academic requirements, I have to decide if he is
truly motivated to study for a degree, or if he's
dragging his feet," he explained.
But Spreitzer, who is acting dean of the
Graduate College, said he likes the contact with
students.
"I've worked with two previous deans on the
rules and regulations end of the college," he said,
"but my own satisfaction is in dealing with
students."
Formerly the associate dean of the college,
Spreitzer took up his present position in mid-July
when former dean John La Touretle left the
University. He said he is unsure whether he will
seek the top position.
"I HAVE THIS nice opportunity to sample it (the
positon of dean)," he said, referring to his current
job as acting dean. The process for selecting a new
dean will be announced by the University within the
next few weeks, according to Provost Michael
Ferrari.
Spreitzer, who is a professor of sociology, said he
may elect to return to the classroom. "I have an
intrinsic love for the field of sociology," he said. "I
try to keep my hand in it as much as possible."
His enthusiasm for the field is, in part, what
originally brought him to the University 10 years
ago. But his interest in sociology took a while to
develop as other things occupied Spreitzer's first
few years after graduation in 1954 from Garfield
High School in Cleveland.
"When I graduated in mid-June (1954), the
country was in the midst of the Eisenhower
recession,"he said. "There were no jobs available.
I was lucky to find a job as a dishwasher in a
restaurant, but I was laid off after I'd been there
only a few weeks."
ALTHOUGH HE wanted to attend college,
Spreitzer as unable to raise the necessary funds on
his own. As a result, he entered the army a few
months after graduation with the idea of going to
college on the GI Bill after his tour of duty.
Spreitzer was stationed in Germany for two
years, from 1955-57. There he worked as a cryptographer, coding and decoding messages to and
from other NATO (North Atlantic Treaty
Organization) affiliates.
Spreitzer taveled all over western Europe during
his stay in Germany. His home base was Wurzburg

University thermostats adhering
to Carter's energy guidelines
Classrooms may be a bit chilly
now that cooler temperatures are
here because the University is
keeping within President Carter's
energy saving guidelines which
means thermostats in most
buildings will be set at 65 degrees
Farenheit.
The Federal Department of
Energy's (DOE) "Emergency
Building Termperature Restrictions" were issued this summer
and implemented at the Univeristy
Aug. 15.
According to the plan, the main
reason for adhering to the 65degree Farenheit limitation
is
DOE's concern that unless
existing stocks are conserved, the
supply of home heating oil may not
be adequate in the coming season.
The DOE estimates that if the 65degree Farenheit heating and 78-

degree
Farenheit
cooling
restrictions are applied, there will
be a savings of about 190,000 to
375,000 barrels of oil a day.
THE DOE sends out investigators to make sure the
temperature restrictions are
followed. If the investigators find a
building's cooling or heating
system does not comply with the
standards, a fine of $5,000 to $10,000
could be issued.
So far, the University has been
inspected but has not been cited for
noncompliance with the energy
restrictions.
Frank Finch, University energy
management supervisor, said, "In
most cases, it is simply a matter of
turning the thermostats back to 65
degrees Farenheit. In some
buildings, maintenance personnel
have adjusted the heating
systems."

According to Finch, some
buildings on campus are exempt
from the energy restrictions.
THE UNIVERSITY library does
not have to follow the restrictions
because
higher temperature
settings in the summer can cause
mildew that may ruin some books
and documents.
Cafeterias are exempt because
of food spoilage in warm weather,
and the over-freezing of food in
colder weather.
Residence halls are not included
in the plan mainly because of
health concerns. Mildew, which
may develop in hot weather, endangers the health of person with
allergies or respiratory problems.
Buildings that hold equipment,
such as computers, that are sensitive to sudden temperature
changes also are exempt from the
restrictions.

Historical society buys museum
Elmer Spreitzer
Am Main where, he recalled, German beer was
very popular.
He said it was ironic that when he returned to the
United States after his tour of duty, he was not able
to buy beer (he was not yet 21 years old) although
he was accustomed to the higher-proof beer of
Germany.
SPREITZER HAD learned that, two months after
he entered the army, the GI Bill was discontinued.
But he still was determined to attend college.
Although he returned to the United States with only
"$17 back pay in my pocket," he enrolled at John
Carrol University and worked nights as a key punch
operator to pay his expenses.
Spreitzer graduated magna cum laude from John
Carroll in 1962 with a bachelor of science degree. An
English literature major,, he made the switch to
sociology during graduate school at Case Western
Reserve University.
"My interests were shifting," he said. "I was
reading more literature in sociology than in
English."
He received his masters degree from Case
Western Reserve in 1964, and his doctorate four
years later form Ohio State University.

The Great Lakes Historical
society Museum finally has been
adopted.
Its new parent is the society that
gave it its name. The Bowling
Green State University Foundation
Inc. sold its title to the land in
Vermilion on which the museum
sits to the Great Lakes Historical
Society in August for $30,000 according to Carl Peschel, director of
foundation and accounting at the
University.
The museum was bequested to
the University about nine years
ago in the will of Albert F.
Wakefield, a resident of Vermilion.
The Society operated the
museum under a 25-year lease,
paying $1 a year. The lease, which
would extend past the year 2000,
was negotiated by Toledo Trust
Co., executor of the will.
THE FOUNDATION paid about
$3000 to $4000 each year on
maintenance and repair of the
museum, according to Peschel.
"The lease was a next-to-nothing

income and the museum had
turned into a burden," he said.
University President Hollis A.
Moore Jr. agreed the museum was
of no benefit to the University and
said he is pleased with the title
transferral.
Peschel said, "We accepted the
donation with the hope of an
educational correlation between
the museum and the University.
Wakefield's original idea was to
combine the museum with
Firelands Branch Campus and the
Great Lakes-Northwest Regional
Research Center, now the Center
for Archival Collections.
BUT THE museum's 80-mile
distance from the University was a
deterrent to plans to tie it in with
academic programs at the
University.
Last summer the city of Vermilion and the foundation almost
agreed to give the city title to the
land, but the city backed out.
"The city would have received a
$100,000 grant from the Ohio

KEITH SAID that taking over
the museum will be a very
"positive thing", although the
Society will have to generate more
funds for its upkeep.
"We own it and control our own
destiny now and will not be tied
down to Bowling Green or the
city," Keith said.
Keith encourages Vermilion
residents to make suggestions for
expanded use of the facility.
Peschel said, "Even though
BGSU no longer owns the museum,
there will always be an educational
philosophy behind it.
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BARRETT

As a graduate of BGSU, Chuck
Bartlett knows how vital your
opinions are for the progressive
development of Bowling Green.
And he knows from first-hand
experience.

As -Mayor from 1972 to 1976, Chuck
established regular meetings with
students and administrators to
review the mutual concerns of the
campus and community. NO ONE,
PRIOR TO OR SINCE HIS ADMINISTRATION, HAS MADE THIS EFFORT.
These meetings precipitated
improved streets and sidewalks
around the campus, as well as the
completion of plans for new streets,
sidewalks and lighting in apartment
areas south of the campus.

The grant only is available to a
governmental body, not a
historical society, he added.
Because a governmental body does
not own the title, no grant was
awarded.

RE-ELECT

One man
believes
your voice counts.

Chuck Bartlett is the only
Mayor who has ever actively
sought student opinion.

Department of Natural Resources
to build a park around the museum
if it had taken the title," said
Douglas S. Keith, executive vice
president of the Society.

Sue Shafer
The downtown you now
enjoy originated from the
creative initiative of a BGSU
art class.

He also proposed to move the water
treatment plant away from the
campus area. The facts are that
simple, and one quick look at city
records will prove it.

As Mayor, Chuck responded to the
idea in 1973 and campaigned for the
revitalization of downtown BG.
With the cooperation of merchants,
the old, faded facades were
transformed into storefronts of
interest and character.

As Mayor, Chuck will
re-establish open meetings

Chuck Bartlett first proposed
the closing of Poe Ditch from
Thurstin to Mercer.

with students and city
administrators on a regular
basis.
To do so, he needs your support.
On November 6th, VOTE
BARTLETT FOR MAYOR. Because
one man believes your voice counts.

BARTLETT

Congratulations!
'Do it before the 80's'
Vote!
Wednesday, October, 17
Senior Rep. Elections 9-5,
UAO Office . Bring validation
and I.D. Finalists are:
Candy Moore Cindy Myers
Jackie Oster Leslie Ruppert
Lesa Wallace

BAHTI.KTT FOH MHIIH
Samuel Coofter, Chairman • 725 Wallace Avc. • Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
Paid Political Uh.rliscnicnl.

and the
Homecoming Committee
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people

HPER director sees job as
chance to guide new programs

Ed. note: People is a new feature to be printed in The BG News each
Tuesday. People is about you: students, (acuity, staff. It's about what
you've been up to, what you're doing now and what youll be doing in
the near future. If you know about someone who has done something
unusual, interesting or otherwise noteworthy, submit It to People, The
BG News, 106 University Hall. Please inlcude your name, address and
phone number. The News reserves the right to edit all information
submitted.
David Groves, associate professor in the division of recreation and
dance in the School of Health, Physical Education and Recreation, has
been invited to give a presentation at the World Recreation and
Leisure Organization Conference on Leadership in Puerto Rico, Oct. 23
and 24.
Groves, new to the University this year, formerly was an associate
professor of recreation and leisure at the State University of New York
at Brockport.
Loretta Gllchrist, a teaching fellow in the department of English,
has received a Lilly Endowment Development Grant through the
United Negro College Fund for the 1979-80 academic year. Gilchrist is
a teaching assistant to author James Baldwin in an Ethnic Studies
course this quarter.
One of the highest honors that can be given a University faculty
member, a University Professorship, has been awarded to Bernard
St ernsher, professor of history.
Author of two books and a University faculty member since 1969,
Stemsher was recognized last week at a meeting of the University
Board of Trustees for his scholarly achievements in American history.
Only faculty who hold the rank of professor and who have received
national distinction for their work are eligible for the award. Stemsher
is the fifth faculty member to receive the honor.
Acropolis, Olympia, Epidauraus, Mycenae and Corinth were among
the places in Greece toured by Steve Frushour, a graduate student in
the department of fine arts, during an independent study trip last
summer. Frushour also studied watercolor paintings of the ancient
sites while completing his study of classical art, which was partially
funded by the Professional Development Fund. The paintings are on
display in the University Library through Nov. 10.

by Mary Dinnamlllar
•tail report**

Betty van der Smissen saw the
position as director of the newlyformed School of Physical Health
Education and recreation (HPER)
as a special opportunity to give
leadership and guidance to the
first- year programs.
With the fusion of the HPE and
PER departments Into one school
structure, there were many
changes,
modificaitons
and
decisions that had to be made. With
her background, van der Smissen
was the person to handle it.
Her credentials are impressive.
She holds two separate doctoral
degrees: one in la w and the other in
recreation. She has authored
several books relating to those
areas and has taught, researched
and developed several recreation
programs.
Before coming to the University
this fall, van der Smissen was at
Pennsylvania State University for
13 years, where she held a variety
of Job titles in addition to professor.
The Kansas native worked with
the chairman of Recreation and
Parks at Pennsylvania State in
developing that program from

three faculty, eight graduate and
about 25 undergraduate students,
to 27 faculty members with
programs on two branch campuses, 80 graduate and overwhelming 700 undergraduate
students.
SERVING AS associate dean for
graduate studies and research
from 1970 to 1974, van der Smissen
had the responsibilty of developing
the entire graduate program at
Pennsylvania State. She worked
toward the present structure of
strong specializations within the
various components of the College,
including biochemics, psychology
of sport, health exercise physiology
and therapeutic recreation.
While working in the Plannning
Office of the president of Pennsylvania State University in 1970,
van der Smissen visited the
university's outlying campuses
and met with faculty and administrators there to establish
mid-long and long-range plans and
to study innovative educational
approaches.
The purpose of getting the two
doctoral degrees was to serve
people more generally, she said.
Although she is still a member of

the Kansas bar association, she
can only be a law consultant in this
state because she is not eligible to
practice here and has never had
intentions of opening a general
practice.
THE TIE betweeen the two
degrees is the research she has
done on legal liability based on
negligence in sports.
Van der Smissen commended the
University faculty that worked
toward the creation of the new
school within the College of
Education.
She said they showed foresight in
formation of the division which are
"where the professional fields are
going," both the teaching and nonteaching areas.
The once-separate departments
held many different policies and
procedures and van der Smissen
had to work closely with the two
former division chairmen to set
new guidelines.
IN HER OFFICE on the second
floor of Memorial Hall in the southwest corner, the new director
related some of the changes in the
new school that will benefit
students in the program.

Betty van der Simssen
To avoid confusion once encountered by HPE and PER
majors, as well as students taking
general
physical
education
courses, the faculty in the new
divisions are located in specific
buildings, each division having its
own secretary.
This is emphasize "the importance of the divisons that will be
running their own programs," she
explained.
The major element not lost In the
conversion to a school structure,
van der Smissen pointed out, was
the
emphasis
on teachereducation-preparing students for
the classroom.

College of Education sees upswing in enrollment
Freshman enrollment in the
College of Education has increased
this quarter for the first time in
more than seven years, says David
G. Elsass, dean of the College of
Education.
A total of 707 freshmen have
entered the college this year,
compared to 670 last fall quarter.
The difference of 37 students
reflects a 5.7 percent increase in
freshman education majors.
Elsass said the increased percentage of students "isn't a
tremendous amount", but does
reverse the 10 percent decline in
freshman education majors that
the college had experienced in the
last seven years.

"Last year our goal was to
stabilize our September freshman
enrollment," said Elsass. "We
exceeded our expectations, but
we're happy that we did."
Elsass emphasized that the
enrollment figures reflect only the
number of freshmen students
enrolled fall quarter and should not
be used to predict the number of
upcoming education graduates.
Transfer students must be Included
in such a prediction, he said.
ELSASS ATTRIBUTED the
increase in freshmen education
students to the college's selective
recruitment this summer of high
school students. The college sought
those students who scored high on

their ACT tests, and who showed
interest in areas of education
which have seen a decline in
teachers over the last few years.
Some of those areas in which the
need for teachers is great, Elsass
said, are math education, industrial education and the general
or physical sciences. These
shortages are primarily at the
secondary, or high school, level, he
added.
Elsass said that while the
number of freshmen enrolled in
technology courses, including
industrial arts, has increased this
quarter, enrollment in other areas
where the need for teachers is also
great
has
not
increased.

WELCOME BACK
PAUL

Enrollment is down, he noted, in
math courses.
Although he had hoped more
students would be recruited into
these areas,Elsassrepeated that he
is encouraged by the increased
number of freshmen in the college.
"MY RESPONSE is favorable
that the decline has stopped," he
said. But he added, "I am still
concrened that in the mid-flOs the
country will see a shortage of
teachers."
Elsass said the number of
education graduates at the
University has declined by about SO
percent since the early 1970s, when
the college was graduating about
1,800 students a year. Last year, 900

Mona, I've finally
decided where I'd like
to make my
career: State Farm!

students graduated from the
College of Education.
Elsass added that because of an
expected decline in the college age
population in the 1980s, the number
of education graduates will continue to decline both locally and
nationally.
ANOTHER FACTOR that may
contribute to a teacher shortage in
the 1980s is the number of teachers
retiring from the profession,
Elsass said. He explained that in
the 1950s, following the post World
War II baby boom, the need for
teachers increased drastically.
Many persons enter the teaching
field, and having logged over 30
years of experience, will be
retiring in the next few years.

State Farm?
Great Plowshares!
You're going to be
a soil tiller.
Living an
agrarian
lifestyle!

Elsass also said that many
students have turned away from
the teaching field in the belief that
teaching jobs are scarce. Elsass
said that just the opposite is true.
"The teaching field is competitive, but in general, jobs are
available, especially in certain
areas of teaching," he said.
Elsass said that the ideal number
of freshmen student in the College
of Education would be about 900.
"That figure would be realistic in
terms of job needs," he said.
ELSASS NOTED that the
number of women entering the
College of Education this quarter
increased by more than 18 last
year, while the number of men
increased by five.

Come on now!
State Farm is
Virgil, you're going
an insurance
to be a salesman?
company
How could you?
Even if they'd
have you...

Banquet October 20th
6-9 P.M. AMANI ROOM
$1 with B.G. I.D. $2 without
Reservations required

352-1665

352-6203

THE HOMECOMING
ART SHOW
When?
Where?
Time?

October 19-21
Commuter Center
Friday 8:00 with reception
Saturday .10-2 G 4-8
Sunday 10:00-noon
Who can enter? Any student
Turn in date - Wed. Oct. 19th
Rules & Entry Blanks available Now!
-in the Commuter Center "Nook"

Mona. there's more to insurance than
selling policies. Insurance is
opportunity.
State Farm is
looking for people
interested in a data
processing career. I
don't have a computer
science degree but I do
have six hours of data
processing courses. So
I qualify!

No way, Mona. State
Farm is looking for men
and women with
any degree and
six to nine hours
of data process
ing courses.
Of course,
you've got to
■"be interested in
a data
processing
career.

Virgil,
you're
putting
me on.

Good grief! They're
* omnivorous.
No. but they're also interested in
people in mathematics,
accounting, law and
actuarial sciences.
tf Incidentally,
the pay is
great!
Uh. Virgil, wear a clean pair
of jeans to the interview.

To get details on career opportunities (or computer programmer analysts and auditors contact
your Campus Plocement Director or visit the State Farm Recruiter. Our representative will be
on campus Octotxv 23,1979
StAfE FARM INSURANCE COMPANIES Horn* Offlctt BtoomWglon. Ilimott An Equal Opportunity Employer
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elsewhere
Nobel prizes awarded to Americans
STOCKHOLM,Sweden (AP) The 1979 Nobel Prize in
physics was awarded yesterday to two Americans and
a Pakistani and the chemistry prize to an American
and a West German as U.S. scientists again this year
dominated the prestigious international awards.
A total of four of seven laureates selected for the
three 1979 science prizes are Americans, the same
number as last year.
The physics prize was awarded to Professors
Sheldon L. Glashow and Steven Weinberg, both 46, of
Harvard, and Abdus Salam, 53, a Pakistani physicist
working in London and Trieste, Italy, on studies
aimed at unlocking the mystery of forces that hold
matter together. They believe their work may
eventually find a single force underlying the universe.
THE CHEMISTRY prize was awarded to Professors
Herbert C. Rrown. 67, of Purdue University, West

Lafayette, Ind. and Georg- Wittig, 82, of the University
of Heidelberg, West Germany, for their development
of chemical tools for synthesizing organic compounds.
Last week the medicine prize was awarded to
physicist Allan Mcleod Cormack of Tufts University
and British research engineer Godfrey Newbold
Hounsfield for developing the X-ray techinque known
as computer-assisted tomography.
Yesterdays awards were made by the Swedish
Royal Academy of Sciences. Each prize carries a
$190,000 stipend to be shared among its winners.
THE ACADEMY cited the three physics winners
"for their contributions to the theory of unified weak
and electromagnetic interaction between elementary
particles, including ... the prediction of the weak
neutral current."
In Massachusetts, Weinberg told a reporter today

IS
THIS
WHAT
YOUR
KISSES
TASTE
LIKE?
American
Cancer Society

Tuesday Special
Plaid Flannel Shirts

1/4 off
OPEN Till 9:00 P.M.

The Powder Puff
525 Ridge St.

the work is an effort to help "people understand what
makes the world tick."
Both he and Glashow agreed their studies do not
have any immediate practical application, although
they have spinoffs in understanding radioactivity and
how the sun produces energy.
"WE SUSPECT that there is at root a fundamental
simplicity of nature," Glashow said. Their theory is
that "the particles of nature are held together by four
different forces, of which one is gravity. That's what
Einstein spent his life on. The other three are weak,
strong and electromagnetic."
The goal now is to show that the other three are
"three different facets of the same thing" - a single
underlying force of which they are simply
manifestations.
In 1967, Weinberg proposed that electomagnetism
and a class of subnuclear reactions called the "weak
interactions" could be understood as different expressions of a process described by a single group of
equations called a "broken gauge symmetry group."
SALAM independently proposed a similar theory a
few months later.
It turned out to be the first unification of two basic
natural forces since electricity and magnetism were
shown to be connected more than a century ago.
Glashow and Weinberg, both New York City natives,
are the 38th and 39th American winners of the physics
prize.
WEINBERG, who obtained his Ph.D. at Princeton,

has been Higgins professor of physics at Harvard
since 1973. Glashow, who holds a Harvard doctorate,
has been a professor of physics at Harvard's Lyman
Laboratory since 1967.
Salam, who was educated at Cambridge University
and had been considered a likely Nobel winner for
several years, is a professor at the Imperial College of
Sciences and Technology in London and director of the
International Center for Theoretical physics at
Trieste, Italy. He is the first PaHstni to win a Nobel
Prize.
The London-born Brown and Wittig, the chemistry
winners, were citedfordeveloping the use of boron-and
phosphorous-containing compounds as important
reaction agents in the synthesis of organic compounds.
THESE
carbon-based compounds are the
chemicals of life, but also include many important
industrial compounds, such as benzene and
petroleum.
Brown, who obtained his dotorate from the
University of Chicago, later became an American
citizen, and has been a chemistry research professor
at Purdue since 1959, introduced an entirely new class
of chemical compounds called organoboranes,
Organoboranes "can be used for reductions,
rearrangements and additions and have opended up a
range of new possibilities for linking carbon atoms to
each other," the academy citation said.

Mid-size cities rape reports on the increase
WARREN, OH-(AP) This northeastern Ohio city has been placed
under the "microscope" of a
national television network which
is attempting to determine why
reported rape is on the rise in midsize communities.
CBS correspondent Betty Ann
Bowser chose Warren as one of
several small to mid-size cities she
is examining to determine why
reports of rape are increasing
nationally among cities in
Warren's size category.
Why was Warren chosen from
among the hundreds or thousands
of cities of similar size?
"I WENT city shopping," ex-

plained Bowser, a Virginia native,
as she and the film crew prepared
for an interview this week with
Warren police Chief Richard
Galgozy.
"I had certain criteria to fill. I
called
Minnesota,
Michigan,
Kentucky, Ohio ... When I called
Ohio, Warren just Juved out at
me."
The Ohio Wesleyan graduate
said her "typical midwestern city"
had to have a population between
25,000 and 100,000 and had to be a
place in which organizations have
worked to raise the social consciousness of the community with a
rape crisis center or the
cooperation of local hospital.

"I DTD have one hesitation,'1 she
said about her selection in Ohio.
"Warren has more Catholics than
anywhere else and I wasn't sure If
this was typical. But then I decided
the city's ethnic nature and the
large number of Catholics
reflected the historical growth of
the industrial belt."
One morning this week, Ms.
Bowser and the film crew went to a
Catholic church in Warren to show
that aspect of the city.
"This is the kind of a place where
10 years ago the last thing a woman
would do would be report a rape to
police, unless, of course, she was
found half dead in a gutter," she
observed.
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DO IT BEFORE THE 80 'S:
GO TO THE
HOMECOMING DINNER!
Bring a date to Dinner on Sat., Oct. 20th
7P.M., Falcon's Nest (Univ. Union)
$4.75/ per person includes:
• Roast beef or turkey dinner
• Candlelight • Favors
• Local entertainment & disco
• Must have reservations by Thursday
For reservations and info.,
call the Homecoming
Hotline 372-2638

AND THE HOMECOMING
COMMITTEE

r)f"7\ Rec center Fall

ESCORT SERVICE |
NEEDS VOLUNTEERS
FOR FALL QUARTER
PICK UP APPLICATIONS

All-Nighter

Winners!
Bob Boron
Dick Bradcock

Diving lor Dollar
Jim Stubbles
Frisbee Accuracy
David Detrick
Over6 It. Slam Dunk
Greg Floyd
Zack Taylor
John Bucklew Under 6 ft. Slam Dunk
Wendal Watts
Mary JoRoeder
Tony Diesenhofer
Kent Stern itzke Ping Pong
Deana Cox
Jim Sauer Mixed Doubles
Barry Rosen
Gary Develein Racquet ball
Debbie
Bryan
Jim Sauer Pin Ball
Kicking
Cindy Chrlsmer
Breast Stroke Relay Teresa Sternltzke Bubble Gum Blowing
Kathy Molander
Sara Cerek Shuttle Board
Johnny Yorbrough
Randy Gasser Trick Shot
Paddle-board Kick
Phil Hedden
Barb Massey
Dog Paddle
Jeff Boyd
Jim Stubbles Bumper Pool
Swimming Contest
Warren Hulo
JlmOlesen Paper Airplane
Jelf Schram
Scott Roumak Archery Balloon Break ing
Steve Homolak
John Kanga3 Foosball
Janice Kampe
Oliver Halrston Women's Racquetball
Ron Wessel
Gregg Willmeth Billiards
John Kong
John Bucklew Badminton

Backgammon
Handball
Swimming
Holding Breath
Nose Bubbles
Freestyle Swim
Three-Armed Race

Checkers
Beth Beshler
Men's Racquetball
Mike Norrls
Basketball Speedshooting MlkeDzienny
Hole-In-One Goll
Steve Homolak
One Mile Run.
Gralg Oamstead
(Autumn Adventure)
Jill Heathoff
Curt Bandeen
TobyMirto

Thurs.

Oct.11-Oct. 18.
405 Student Services
Interviews start
Monday, October 15
SjrjllftnffiWiffifj^^

PARENT OF
THE YEAR AWARD
presented at half-time of
NovemberlOth foot ball "a me.
Write a 200 word essay on why
you think your parent should
become "Parent of the Year"
at BGSU. Prizes to be announced.

.
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Madrid fault line covers five states near nuke plants
St. Louis (AP) - Mention of the notorious San sesmologists at St. Louis University.
Andreas fault sparks images of cracked earth,
The fault zone touches southeastern Missouri,
trembling skyscrapers and the dread that half of southern Illinois, western Kentucky and Tennessee
California may one day crumble into the Pacific and northeastern Arkansas. Within a 160-mile radius
Ocean.
of New Madrid, Mo., lie the cities of St. Louis,
NINE NUCLEAR power plant units that are either Memphis and Nashville, Tenn.. and Evansville, Ind.,
operating or under construction lie within a 200-mile with a combined metropolitan population of more than
radius of New Madrid - well within the destructive 4 million.
reaches of the fault zone.
ONLY A few pioneers and Indians inhabited the
Mention of the New Madrid fault is likely to raise southeasten Missouri Bootheel area in mid-December
1811 when the most severe earthquake in U.S. history
only eyebrows and prompt puzzled looks.
Yet many scientists now consider the New Madrid virtually swallowed the village of New Madrid, Mo.,
fault zone - a five-state region in the mid-Mississippi and leveled every building within a 50,000-square-mile
Valley - as the nation's most threatening earthquake area.
belt.
The Mississippi River, tossed from its bed and onto
the hillsides, swept away entire forests.
A MAJOR quake today in that area would inflict up
The quake - actually a series of about 2,000 tremors
to 10 times the damage of a similar quake along the
lasting more than three months - throughout the lower
San Andreas fault, according to recent studies by

half of the continent.
ALTHOUGH it struck before measuring devices
were invented, scientists calculate the 1811 quake
would have registered about 7.6 on the Richter scale.
The Richter scale measures ground motion as
recorded on seismographs. Every increase of one
number means a tenfold increase in magnitude. A 7
reading is a "major" earthquake, capable of
widespread heavy damage.
Today, scientists say evidence is mounting that
another major quake could strike the region at any
time. If so, the potential loss of life and property has
grown more than a million times.
SCIENTISTS say cities would surfer devastating
losses, if not total destruction, in a quake as severe as
the great quake of 1811.
Despite the hazards it presents, surprisingly little is
known about the New Madrid zone, thought to be a

system of deeply buried faults which trigger frequent
earthquake activity within a 250^e radius of New
Madrid.
The 7.6 Richter measurement of the 1811 quake is
less than the 8.5 reading in the 1964 Alaska quake of
the 8.3 calculated for the 1906 San Francisco quake.
But the quake actually was more severe than
those because of differences in the fault zones.
SEAN-THOMAS Morrissey, who heads seismology
research at the university, explained the difference in
potential destructiveness.
Unlike the San Andreas fault, parts of which are
exposed at the earth's surface, faults within the New
Madrid zone are buried under 2,000 to 3,000 feet of
river sediment, he said. This allows a quake's shock
waves to travel much farther and with far greater
force than in California.

Exxon says no nukes might cause energy shorts
ATHENS, Ohio (AP) - Energy industry executives
warn that failure to use nuclear and coal-generated
power in the United States would result in energy
shortfalls in the next two decades.
Speaking at a symposium Monday on national and
world energy problems at Ohio University, Exxon
Vice President Frank Feely Jr. said heavy reliance on
nuclear power plants and coal mining will be required
to maintain current living standards during the
remainder of the 20th century.
Cleveland Electric Illuminating Co. Vice President
Harold Williams said without a major expansion in

nuclear generating capacity, the nation faces an
energy shortfall equivalent to three to four billion
barrels of oil a day by the year 2000.
BROWNOUTS and rolling blackouts, shorter
working hours in factories and smaller paychecks
would result from such a shortfall, Williams said.
"We'd see rising inflation and unemployment and
dramatic changes in our living and working habits.
"There are no alternatives to nuclear power," he
said. But he warned that the anti-nuclear climate of
the country makes it very doubtful that the nuclear

industry can make up the shortfall.
Williams said the American energy policy must also
give a strong go-ahead signal for research and
development, conservation and support for the energy
experts.
ALSO CALLING for greater government support of
research and development was Dr. John Bardeen,
who was twice awarded a Nobel Prize, in 1956 for his
invention of the transistor and in 1972 for his work in
super-conductivity, which involves the transmission
of power with extraordinarily small energy loss.

Bardeen said, "Lots of different groups should be
ecouraged to work on their own independent ideas. We
need the cooperation of the universities, national
laboratories and industry."
Feely, who heads research and engineering for
Exxon, said synthetic fuels should be produced from
coal and oil shale to combat a shortfall in oil and
natural gas in the near future.
THE TWO-DAY symposium is being sponsored by
Ohio University's Electrical Engineering Department.

Cambridge seen as coal gasification site because of water availability
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - State officials say they
believe an area southeast of Cambridge would be a
good site for a coal gasification plant - thanks to
several miles of abandoned coal mines.
Horace Collins, chief of the division of geological
survey, says recent studies have shown that the water
which fills the old mines can supply the needs of a
gasification facility.
"Water and coal are needed in proximity, and we
think we found them," he said.

WATER is one of the raw materials needed for the
gasification process. It is injected as steam into the
gases emitted when coal is burned, to produce
hydrogen that goes with the methane to produce gas,
Collins explained.
The abandoned mines underly an area of about 17
square miles which is abutted on the north by Interstate 70 and on the south by Ohio 313. Most of the old
workings are linked together, the study showed,
"which means we have an underground reservoir,"
Collins said.

He added that the mines contain renewable water
supplies which could yield from 1,500 to 2,500 gallons of
water a minute for coal conversion or other industrial
use.
COLLINS
also
mentioned
that
certain
municipalities in the general area, where water
supplies can be meager, might find use for the water.
It is "good" in quality, he said.
The natural resources division chief said many
counties in eastern Ohio do not have overly abundant
water supplies, except for those along the Ohio River.

RE-ELECT

The division of geological survey, with the
cooperation of the water resources division of the U.S.
Geological Survey, has been conducting tests concerning the quantity and quality of the water over the
past year.
THE PROJECT was funded with a grant from the
Ohio Department of Energy.
Collins said "The studies reveal that there is sufficient good water located in the old mines to be an
important water source in a comparatively waterpoor area of the state."
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The first sports maguine davotad eiclutlvely
to intercollegiate sports.
Starling this 'all we wilt be bringing you
three issues ot Sports ftjiietm a new magazine
focusmg on the collegiate sports scene This first
issue will include national collegiate footoaii features.
plus signtficant conference football coverage
Whether you're a casual or committed
football fan you won't want to miss Sports Bui-etin
a specai new magazine1

WELCOMES IT'S
FALL PLEDGE CLASS
Scott Sleek

Larry Shaw

Jeff Schlund

Gil Fisher

Wayne Fuller
Tim Sage

SPORTS BULLETIN
AN EXCLUSIVE FEATURE OF

Rick Pollock Ken Rosebrook Craig Relman

THE BG NEWS
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EVERYTHING YOUR
COLLEGE RING SHOULD BE,
AT A PRICE
FAR LESS THAN GOLD

CORY OPTICAL
Soft Lens are like wearing
nothing at all!
Soft Lens Now Need No Boiling

ONLY*99
Move up...
fly Marine.
Stand our hot F-4 Phantom on its tail
and jet into the stratosphere. If you're
in college now and want to fly, we can
get you oft the ground. Our PLC Air
Program guarantees flight school after
basic training. If you qualify, we can
put you in the air before college
graduation with free civiliam flying
lessons. Contact your local recruiter.
Now! CALL COLLECT (313) 226-7764
OR SEE MAJOR MCLAUGHLIN AT
UNIVERSITY HALL APRIL 16,17,18.

Pie Few.
Pie Proud.
Pie Marines.

Walk in with glasses, prescription or hard lenses,
walk out the same day with soft lenses!
ncluded:
Everything you need. Care kit is
included in total price.

NEW LUSTRIUM

Now $68.95

Lenses
Fitting Fee
Tax

Date: Tuesday, October 16
and Wednesday, October 17
Time: 10:00 - 4:00

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
STUDENT SERVICES BUILDING
Hours: Monday- Friday, 8:00- 5:00
Saturday: 9:00 - 5:00

$99 00
$20.00
$ 4.46

Total Cost $123.46

V

190 S Main, Suite H
upstairs in the Mini Mall
Downtown BG

352-1044
No appointment needed

Just walk in
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ABORTION
TOLL FREE
9 a.m. - 10 p.m.

1 -800-438-8039

RAFFLE FOR ROSES

SIDE DOOR
for $.25 a ticket
WIN YOUR DATE
one dozen roses
Presented at
half-time of game

GALLERY
THREE
24 N. Third Si.
Watervllie, Ohio 435«fl
Quality Art and Qltts
Custom matting and
framing. Painting and
Drawing classes lor
adults and children.
Open: Mon-Frl 10-5:30
Sat 10-4
Phone: 678-2973

American
Cancer i
Society I

TU1SDAY'THURSDAY
SIUIMNI NIGHTS)
All Mi ■lusts
WITH ID'S .

WP±

TONIGHT
WARREN
FARRELL
discusses
THE
LIBERATED MAN

at

8:00 p.m. in the
Grand Ballroom
of the Union for
FREE

if you
needed it
"yesterday"
see us today.

NOW

SMOWWO!
-M*NM*tT«*

COMNO

SOON!
LIFE OF
BRIAN■IWWWWll HOT

Is the boss breathing
down your neck for
printed copies of his
latest report'
Big Red O can cool
him down like a cold
shower with our fast,
economical printing
service
>ur services •'• many
■ o g v • u a a call

miuMit •
Typad «n0 Prlnlad

* mmm a

Or TYNAN
AT
T MANO
tJOF.M.

COMING
SOON!
-ANIMAL
HOUSE-

Ik--. M .... MM
!-*• .*..4
Urn l.e— k—. rk. .1
Al AN M U
HANMAWA MANUrS

■uim

XEROX.
Where an
original idea built
an industry.
Check with your college placement office for details
and schedules. Then talk to our campus representative

Xctoa

XEROX.

II

in iffirmitive action employer (malc'lemsle)

DECEMBER 14-18
Double or Triple at the exotic
TROPICAN HOTEL

classified
LOST 4 FOUND
Senior Class key-gold with blk.
bkgrnd. Inscribed: "Senior 71
C" en front TFB on back. 372J1M.
Found very small F. dog near
Buttonwood 4 Wooster. Call
352-5069
SERVICES OFFERED
Expert Typing.
Reasonable Rates.
352-7305.
Pregnancy Aid 4 Understanding. EMPA. 1U-7M1 4
287-4639 (local).
Birth
control. Test
for
pregnancy, VD, early abortion
at Toledo Medical Service.
Call 1119) 243-3179 for an appt.
PERSONALS
The lister ol Felta Thl would
like to congratulate the new
pledge Grade Marie! Love,
Zee.

MMI

v

■W * a J

w\
mstWC

"tjV ■
111 South Ma«
Bowltng Green. Ohio 4:14112
1191 C.2 5762

VISIT THE DEEP! All levels
ol Scuba classes offered at the
Rec Center. Basic Scuba,
Basic Scuba certification 4
advanced
certification.
Inquire at The Rec Center-3722711.
Congratulations Liz Peterka
on your lead In "Pajama
Game". We are roarin' proud
ol you-love, the Alpha Delta.

VISIT THE DEEP! All levels
ol Scuba classes offered at the
Rec Center. Basic Scuba.
Basic Scuba certification *
advanced
certification.
Inquire at the Rec Center-3722711.

Support our
advertisers

ZTAZTAZTAZTAZTACTAZTAZTA.
Open to all women. Sigma Phi
Epsilon Little Sis Rush. Tues.
Ocl 16 4 Wed. Oct. 17. 8:0010:00.
Be
a
Sig
Ep
Goktenheart.
Alpha Sig's: The sersnade was
really sweet. The Zetas all
know they cant be beat.
Thanks again, The Sisters of
ZTA.

The Best Rock! It's not In
Toledo, it's not In Detroit, It's
righthere in B.G. WFAL-The
Rockin'MO.WFAL.
Congratulations
Steve
4
Tammy on your engagement.
We wish you the best of luck.
The Brothers ol Sigma Phi
Epsilon.
JULIE SIGWORTH-Happlest
of Birthdays! Hope your 22nd
is lull ol NICE surprises. Also,
thanks lor always being there
when...Love, Nancy.
Angel Flight Rush is coming
soon. Angel Flight Information
Night Oct. 21 7:30 pm. 259
Memorial Hall.
Spaces still available to ski
Steamboat over Christmas
break. Meeting Oct. 18-7:30
pm 210MSC.
VISIT THE DEEP! All level!
of Scuba classes offered at the
Rec Center. Basic scuba, basic
scuba certification 4 advanced
certification. Inquire at the
Rec Center47 2-2711.

Cook wanted-fraternity houselor 15 people. 10 hrs.-wk , 840wk. 3-5 pm. 372-5335

We Love You Alpha Phi
Actives. The Dinner Was
MMM-Good. TO Pledges.

Men's Swim Team manager
needed. Any interested person
contact Coach Stubbs 2-2060.

Hey Christmas! Congrats on
making Varsity Swim Team!
You're a good sport. Zeta luv.
Mary.
The sisters of Gamma Delta
Iota (GDI) are interested in
LIT Sis Rush with "BGSU's
largest on 4 off campus
Fraternity." We'd rather turn
Green than Greek!

Wendy. Congrats on pledging
ZTA H4K, Debbie.

HELP WANTED

Congrats to Carrie our skating
Alpha Phi. An asset to the
Alpha Phi's. We're sure you
will be! Love, Your Alpha Phi
Sisters.

"Do It Before The 'MY':
Homecoming Elections for the
1»7» Senior Representative.
Voting will be held In the UAO
Office from 9-5 on Wednesday;
Must be a lull-time student 4
must
bring
picture
4
validation card.

The Sisters ol Alpha DelU Pi
wish Nancy Ash the best of
luck with the Held hockey
team.

Congratulations Amy Smith on
your engagement to Rod. We
wish you the beat! Love, Your
Alpha Phi Sisters.

5 days and 4 nights in Vegas for
$299.00 per person!

L.j-niaii:;^

VISIT THE DEEP! All levels
ol Scuba Classes offered at the
Rec Center. Basic Scuba,
Basic Scuba certification 4
advanced
certification.
Inquire at the Rec Center-3721711.

People still wanting to Join the
Marketing Club should contact
Donna at 352-5017 as soon as
possible.

Bahal
Faitk-Iateraatloaal
Vearol Ike Child.

sciu

Ladles of BGSU. Want to
become part ol the Greek
system? Zeta Tau Alpha wants
you to kiln In the fun. We Invite
you to our rush parties this
week. For more info, please
call Debbie 2-1111 or Marsha
S54:1761.

Here's to Sister Alice-Congrats
on Llllian-We can't watt to see
you try to break a leg, not pull
a muscle. Love, your lowllfe
Sisters.

Round trip flight from Detroit

The sun, the Strip an excellent way to enjoy
your X-mas break.
SIGN-UP NOW IN THE UAO OFFICE.
$50 deposit due at time of sign-up.

Three Times around was a
great surprise. You blew the
candle out before our eyes.
Congratulations Fran 4 Paul
on your Alpha Dett-Kappa Slg
engagement. Love, The Alpha
Delta.

VISIT THE DEEP! All levels
of Scuba classes offered at the
Rec Center. Basic scuba, basic
scuba certification & advanced
certification. Inquire at the
RecCenter-372-2711.

LOVE THAT CHILD

IHI.'Rl .
2ND
BIO
WEEk!

SENIORS!
If you are like most ambitious young men and
women today, you are looking lor something
more than Just a Job. You have your sights on a
career - and there's a big dlllerence.
II Is not our purpose to sell you on Insurance as
a career, but II you are Interested In work that will
be meaningful, provide an opportunity lor a
personal contribution that counts, challenge your
energies and capabilities, give you a position ol
responsibility, reward your talent and Industry
tangibly and Intangibly ... then you'll do well to
consider a career with The Central Companies.
We will be on campus October 23 and we would
like to point out some ol the opportunities and
tell you the things we leel you si
* about
us. Contact the BQ Placement C
reserve
s spot on our Interview schedule.
No direct sales positions available.
The Central Companies - An Equal Opportunity Employer

Haunted House passes all
week long on WFAL, your
campus station. FREE on
WFAL.
Thank you Phi DelU for
Friday night's tea. We think it
was great. 4 we hope you all
agree! The Alpha Phi's.
WANTED
F. rmte. needed. 2 bdrm. apt.
Share with 3 others. For more
info. CaU 352-9194 before 7 pm.
F. rmte. needed. 895 mo. 310
Fallon Apia. 2 bdrm. eltic.
(216) 933-2960. Shelly.
GIRLS: Come meet the APES.
Alpha Epsilon PI Lil' Sis Rush.
Tues. Oct. 16 4 Thurs. Oct. IS
atlpm.
M. or F. rmte. needed by male
for a 1 bdrm. apt. M0 plus util.
Inquire at 121 W. Reed
anytime.
llltllllllllllllllltllllllllll
1 F. rmte. 141 S. Prospect. 154-

im

Phi Kappa Tau Rush tonight at
7:30. Refreshments served, all
interested men welcome.

I will become a student at BG
Wtr. qtr. Looking lor housing 4
a rmte. starting Wtr. qtr.
Responsible student need only
caU 419-289-7224. ask for John
or leave message, will call you
back.

Haircuts. M.OO. Merle-Norman
Cosmetics, Kay Ann Beauty
Shop. 124 W. Wooster, 352-3133

Looking lor Art (Jewelrystudent to design 4 make set of
lings). CaU 1-422-4766.

CAMPUS REP. Manufacturer
is looking lor students to
represent his llrm part time. II
interested call 1513) 559-0343.
Mon.-Fri aflerSpm
Delivery people needed. Apply
between 2 4 4 afternoons
Pagliai's East. 440 E. Court St.
OVERSEAS JOBS-Summeryear
round,
Europe,
S.
America, Australia, Asia, Etc.
All Fields, 3500-11,200 monthly
Expenses paid. Sightseeing.
Free Info. Write: IJC. Boa 52lt. Corona Del Mar. Ca. 92625
SWIMMING
TIMERS
NEEDED. Timers Club will
have their lirst meeting Mon.
Oct. 22, I pm. Rec Center
Conference Room. Additional
Into.2-2060
FOR SALE
74 Bulck ApoUo. 27,000 mi. 350,
p s., p b . 352-0991 eve. Good
condition 31500.
Pioneer SX-783 receiver, 1 mo.
old, KM ar best offer.
Pioneer SX-050 receiver, 1 yr.
old. 9150 or best oiler. 354-1297.
B 4 W Portable TV, 14 Inch
screen, good shape-860. Call
352-2117.
18" backgammoa, 320. Delate
veUar, 823. 11" backgammon,
31$. Very Nice! 382-2818.
Nikon FM black body, 1.8 iens
4 camera case.new-Call 3523042.
'69 Fiat 850 Spider. In fair
cond; good tires, 23-28 MPG.
Best oiler. 372-5782.

73 Monte Carlo, 45,000 mi.,
AC, PWbk, st, AM-FM, new
shocks, muffler.
recently
painted, tuned up, Sharp! 3524457.
Martin D20 12 string, 1987.
Alvarez-Yairi DY 74, 6 string,
1974. Both in excellent cond.
with hardshell cases. Must sellsoon. 372-5636.
74 ply. Satellte. Low mileage.
New paint. 31500. 352-4302.
FOR RENT
2 bdrm. apt. to sub-Is. 3200 mo.
4 util. Downtown. 352-5048.

tv listings
8:30PM Angle
9:00PM Three's Company
9:30PM Taxi
10:00PM Lazarus Syndrome
11:00PM 24 Eyewitness News
11:10PM Barney Miller; Movie of the Week "Dog and Cat'
1:39AM Sign off

October 16-Tues.
Ck. 13
7:00PM Happy Days Again
7:30PM Tic Tac Dough
8:00PM Misadventures of Sheriff Lobo
9:00PM Country Stars of The 70'i
1100PM Nightly News
11:30PM Tonight Show
1:00 AM The Tomorrow Show
200AM Nightly News Final
2:05AM Meditation, Slgn-OfI

Ch.59
7:00PM MASH
7:30 PM Andy Grllflth
8:00PM Eight O'clock Movie. "Beneath The 12 Mile Reel"
955PM News Scene
10:00PM Dinah 4 Friends
11:00PM Make Me Laugh
11:30PM Benny Hill
12:00 TVS0 Late Movie. "Story ol Vernon and Irene Castle"
1:51AM Religious Message

Ck.ll
7:00PM Match Game
7:30PM The Joker's Wild
8O0PM Call lorn la Fever
900PM CBS Movie Special "Flesh and Blood: Part II"
11:00PM Toledo Eleven News
11:30PM CBS Late Movies
1:00AM News Final
1:05AM Meditation and Sign-Off

Ch.38
7:00PM 3's a Crowd
7:30PM The Cross Wits
8:00PM The Misadventure, ol Sheriff Lobo
9:00PM Special: "Country Superstars of the 1970's"
11:00PM WLIO News Journal
11:30PM The Best ol Carson
I 00AM Tomorrow

Ck.34
7:00PM Three's A Crowd
7 30PM All In The Family
800PM Happy Days

placement
Smile Pretty!
rind have your senior pictures taken for
the 1980 Ket Key! Photographers will be in
310 Student Services from Oct. 15
November 9. Call 372-0086 to make your
appointment rind ordei your yearbook
today!

SENIORS INTERVIEW Nu .
Sign-up
on
.Wednesday.
October 17. :r.\ I.- th.schedules liatei' below. Signup for nonachool schci'.lcs
(Business,
Government.
Agencies,
and
Graduate
School) will be held on Wed. nesday at 7:304:80 a.m. in the
' Korom ol ih« Student Service?
DuOding. A ata sheet must be
turned In at 'he time of Signup. In addition, students must
turn in two data sheets lor
resumes'
to
establish
a
credential file or they will not
be allowed to Interview.
Special Notice: Requests lor
some type of standardisation
in resume and data sheets
have prompted the University
Placement Services to require
candidates signing up lor
interviews to complete and
present at the time of sign-up a
"Standard Data Sheet", for

each organization with which
he-she wishes to Interview.
Business:
18-29-78

-The General Tire 4 Rubber
Co. Akron, OH Permanent
Resident
Corporate
Management Trainee: Prod.
Mgmt., Fln.-Acctg., Sales,
Pers.-lnd. Re I.. Tech. Mgmt..
Bus. Admin, Chem., Physics,
Ind. Mgmt.. Ind. Labor Rel..
Comp. Scl., Ind. Tech., Pers.
Mgmt., Dec., Mar., June
grade.
-Hauaser 4 Heintel CPA's
Cleveland, OH Permanent
Resident
Stall
Accontant
(Public): B-Acctg. Prefer 3.0
or better acrum , Dec.. Mar.,
June, Aug. grade.
-Manufacturers Hanover Mtg.
Corp. Southfleld, Ml Permanent
Resident
Lea*
Originator {Sales): B-all Baa.

majors, Dec. grade.
-Raytheon
Company
Lexington. MA Permanent
Resident
Procurement
Management
Development
Program: B-Bus Admin, with
at least one Procurement
course. Dec. grads. first
choice, then Mar. 4 June
grads. Position in suburban
Boston areas.
-Westinghouse Electric Corp.
Pittsburgh, PA Permanent
Resident Financial Mgmt.
Trainee:
B-Acct.
Tax.
Treasury, or Westinghouse
Credit Corp.: Minimum 15
hours Acctg. Dec., Mar. grads.
-F.W. Woolworth Co. Elyria.
OH
Permanent
Resident
Marketing, Retail. Mgmt..
Bus. Admin. Commerce.
-Case Western Reserve Univ.
Cleveland,
OH Permanent
Resident Full Tune MBA
Program:
any
Interested
major.
Humantlties
4

Sciences undergrads.
10-30-73
-Amoco Production Company
Houston.
TX
Permanent
Resident
Geophysicist:
Geology: Geology. Geophysic.
physics. Dec. Mar.. June
grads. Geology dept.
-Burke Marketing Research.
INc. Cincinnati. OH Permanent
Resident
Account
Exec. Trainee: Mktg.. Res..
Stats-Psych-Soc.
MBA-MSMA. all grads
-Consumers Power Compan\
Jackson.
MI
Permanent
Resident Computer Analysis:
Comp. Scl.. Into Sys.. Dec .
Mar. grads.
GTE Data Services. Inc Fort
Wyne. IN Permanent Resident
Programmer:
Comp. Sci..
Data
Proc.
Computer
Operators: B-I.ib Arts. Bus.
Admin.. Dec. Mar. grads on
both.
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Harriers hold off surprising Cards
by Rob Boukissen
Staff reporter

You probably couldn't tell by
talking to BG cross country coach
Mel Brodt that his team just
defeated Ball State Saturday at the
University Golf Course, 27-29.
After all, the Falcons had just
evened their dual meet record at 33, they had just defeated another
Mid-American Conference (MAC)
foe to brighten their positive
outlook for next month's conference meet and they got surprising efforts from two runners
who up to this point in the season
have not shown much.
Yet as Brodt exemplified, the
Falcons were not satisfied
"We were lucky," Brodt said. "It
was not one of our better efforts.
Our guys were taking Ball State too
lightly."

AND WITH possible good reason.
The Cardinals one week before did
place only one runner in the top 60
at Notre Dame where BG placed
five runners in the top 86.
However, Mick Schlacter, that
one runner who placed in the top 60,
finished second there and came in
first Saturday covering the five
miles in 25:39.
"Schlacter ran a good race,"
Brodt said. "He did what we
wanted to do. He laid back and let
our guys break the wind (which
was strong throughout the race)."
Around the three-mile mark,
Schlacter made his move on the
three BG pacesetters, Pete Murtaugh, Steve Housley and John
Anich.
"IN A DUAL meet," Brodt said,
"the object is to defeat your opponent and not run for time. Some

of our guys aren't mentally tough
enough to do that."
As a result Murtaugh had to
settle for second place (25:49),
Housley third (26:04) and Anich a
disappointing sixth (26:26).
The pleasant surprises for Brodt
were Dave Berardi, who finished
seventh in the time of 26:30, and
Holger Hille, who placed ninth
eight seconds behind Berardi.
"He (Berardi) has been coming
along," Brodt said. "He's been
coming off an injury. He's the only
one who ran a race up to his
capabilities."
THE FALCONS will need performances like those of Berardi's
Brodt admits, if they are to compete successfully in the MAC
championships. He said that
consistency is anothetr quality his
team lacks.

Injuries plague BG in losses
by Pat Kennedy
staff reporter

For much of the season, the
Falcon soccer squad has put a
healthy team on the field. But now
the team is into the roughest part of
its schedule, some key players are
hurt, and Bowling Green has
dropped a pair of weekend gamesweekend setting BG's course a 4-2 decision to nationally-ranked
record. Though Sink praised what Southern Illinois-Edwardsville and
has almost become a taken-for- a 1-0 loss to Northern Illinois.
granted performance by Dodson,
The losses evened BG's season
he also was enthusiastic about mark at 4-4-2.
Kathy Kaczor's showing.
"We had to leave three players
behind-John Bertrams, Jimmy
THE
FRESHMAN
from House, and Chip Esckilsen," BG
Perrysburg ran second for the coach Gary Palmisano said, "and
harriers, fourth in the meet, with a there were three or four others that
clocking of 18:57.
were beat up. We just had to tape
Connie Mack's clocking of 20:04 them up and put them on the field."
Don Ebert, Sout.iern's leading
earned her that 20th spot, while
Karen McQuilken's time of 20:07 scorer and captain of the United
was good for 22nd.
__ States Olympic soccer team.

staff photo by Tim Carrlg
Three BQ runners lead the pack early In the race against Ball Slat*. (From left- front)
John Anich, Pete Murtaugh and Steve Housley were the Falcons' top finishers. The
Falcons won the meet on the Unlverlsty Golf Course, Saturday.

Dodson leads runners to second
"We'll catch up to them (Central)," Sink said. "We'll run them
in two weeks again and we'll be
ready for them."
One victory was obtained for the
Falcons at Kalamazoo however.
Becky Dodson won her second
consecutive race for BG, running
the 5,000-meter course in 18:35. It
marked the fifth straight time that
Dodson was the first Falcon to
cross the finish line this year.
Dodson's closest competition
was Michigan's Melanie Weaver,
who Dodson defeated the previous

by Ken Koppel
staff reporter

It's too bad that Bowling Green's
women's cross country season isn't
longer than eight weeks. If it were,
the Falcons just might become a
very tough team to beat.
As the case has been all season,
the harriers improved from their
previous performance, but still fell
a little short In the Western
Michigan
Invitational
last
Saturday.
BG captured second place in the
eight-team field, tallying 54 points,
only behind Central Michigan's
total of 48. Though the Falcons
have failed to bring home a firstplace yet this year, BG Coach Sid
Sink is anything but disappointed
with the way his squad has looked
as of late.

scored four goals to lead SIU-E
past the Falcons.
EBERT'S FIRST goal came at
4:05 in the first half, but Jim House
evened the mark at 20:52 on an
assist from Tom Bertrams. The big
blows of the game were about to be
struck, though.
At the 29:07 mark, Ebert was
awarded a penalty kick and
promptly scored his second
marker. Twenty-four seconds
later, Ebert stole the ball on a pass
from a BG defender to goalie Joe
Koury and scored again to give
Southern a 3-1 halftime lead.
But with a minute remaining in
the half, Falcon back Tom Bertrams was ejected from the game
for a violent infraction. Palmisano
said he felt the dismissal and quick
goals gave SIU-E the victory.
Ebert scored unassisted at the
6:52 mark in the second half to

enlarge Southern's lead to 4-1, but a
goal by Kevin Cameron with 1:30
left in the game set the final
margin at 4-2.
In the loss to Northern Illinois,
Stan Tomawich, on an assist from
Mike Tite7„ scored at the 37:34
mark in the first half and goalie
Mike Clark held off the Falcon
attack to record a 1-0 victory.
"THE NORTHERN goal was
scored on an obvious handball that
the referee missed. Everyone in
the stadium. Northern Illinois and
ourselves knew it was a handball.
"That
has
been
pretty
frustrating in the last three games.
We've played pretty good soccer
and the officiating has been on the
poor side. In the last 180 minutes
(two games), the whistle has blown
120 times. That breaks the game
down and it's frustrating."

DO IT BEFORE THE 80V:
HOMECOMING:
PAST & PRESENT

im notes.
Entry forms for fraternity hockey are due today
in the IM Office. A meeting of all fraternity hockey
managers will be held tomorrow at 4 p.m. in room
202 Memorial Hall.
An orgizational meeting for women interested in
women's ice hockey will be held at 7 p.m. tonight in
room 105 Business Administration.

BILLIARDS TOURNAMENT
SIGN-UPS NOW
in the UAO Office or
the Buckeye Room.
,Jk
$1.00 registration fee
eaeJLg'y^ when signing up.
EXHIBIT-THE LOBBY AND BROWSING ROOM - OCTOBER 17-24

RE-ELECT

MAYOR PERKINS

Jobs and Morality!
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HOMECOMING
BONANZA
Mums on sale now until 5:00 P.M.
Thursday in the SIDE DOOR. $2.00
per mum on order and pick up
Friday Oct. 18.
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PRAIRIE
MARGINS
Is Now Accepting
Submissions For
FICTION POETRY CRITICISM
SEND SUBMISSIONS TO
'PRAIRIE MARGINS'
201 University Holl
By Nov. 8. 1979.
Please Send in S.A.S. Envelope
•*«*»♦«*

Explore Working and Conscience
in a Modern Technological World
in Humanities Cluster College PM
10 Credits Winter, 1980
'/■

Ml(S^$ii

/

f

Satisfies Humanities Group
Requirement in Most Colleges
Register for U. D. 111
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sports
Falcons rally
Second half lifts BG past Kent
by Dave Lewandowski
aaslatant sports editor

stall photo by Frank Brelthaupt
Wide receiver Dan Shetler (25) eludes S»r" Sopp (17) to haul in a pass Saturday at Kent
State. The Falcons won the Mid-AmerlcanConference game 28-17.

Miami eliminates spikers in Mid-Am
by Rob Bouklssen
stall reporter

Despite some "mediocre" play,
the Bowling Green's women's
volleyball team made it to the
semifinals
of the Mid-Am
Invitational where they were
defeated by Miami, 15-2, 15-13, at
Ohio University Saturday.
"Everything was mediocre," BG
Coach Pat Peterson said. "I think

it was a letdown (from their victory over state power Cleveland
State last Wednesday), but it's
hard to pinpoint."
Actually, the Falcons did not
play all that bad as they defeated
OU and Toledo and tied Western
Michigan Friday to win their round
robin pool that seeded them first in
Saturday's single elimination
tournament.
In Saturday's first round, BG

sports briefs.
Today is the last day persons with all-sports
passes can pick up hockey tickets for Friday's
home game with Michigan. Tickets can be picked
up at the Memorial Hall ticket office from 9 a.m. to
5 p.m. Persons with all-sports passes can pick up
their tickets on Monday and Tuesday only in
Memorial Hall for all home hockey games.
After Tuesday, general admission tickets will be
available to the public. The amount of general
admission tickets is contingent on the number of
all-sports tickets picked up. There will be no
reserved seating for Friday's game.
Open tryouts for Bowling Green's men's varsity
basketball team will be held tonight at 8 p.m. in
Anderson Arena. Another tryout will be held
Thursday at 9 p.m.

downed Kent State, 15-11,10-15,156, to move into the semis where
eventual
champion
Miami
defeated the Falcons.
"Basically, we didn't execute
well," Peterson said. "We realized
our potential Wednesday night, but
we didn't have it over the
weekend."
The three wins, one loss and one
tie give the Falcons a 6-3-1 mark
for the season.

KENT, Ohio - If Bowling Green
could play only the second half of
it's football games they might have
a better record than their current
3-3 mark.
The Falcons erased a 9-8 halftime deficit scoring three of the
five times they possessed the ball
in the second half to defeat the
Kent State Golden Flashes 28-17
Saturday before 8,435 homecoming
fans in a sporadic cold rain.
It was the third consecutive week
BG has come back in the second
half. "
"We didn't have a good offensive
attack in the first half," BG Coach
Denny Stolz said. "But our outside
plays to the tailbacks worked and
later the Inside opened up. We
didn't want Mike Wright to run the
ball at all, although a few times he
took off."
Alternating tailbacks Chip Otten
and Kevin Folkes accounted for 128
of BG's 194 total yards rushing.
Otten and Folkes had the exact
same stats, each gaining 64 yards
on 15 carries.
WRIGHT, WHO practiced lightly
only twice last week because of a
bruised knee, completed 10 of 19
passes for 120 yards and one touchdown. He picked up an additional
25 yards on 12 carries.
BG got on the scoreboard with 59
seconds left in the initial period
when Kent quarterback Jeff
Morrow, being chased by BG
defensive end Tim Ross, was called
for intentional grounding in the
KSU endzone. An offensive penalty
in the endzone is an automatic
safety giving the Falcons a 2-0
lead.
BG controlled the ball for 11:08 of

the 15-minute period but could
muster only the two points.
However, the Falcons quickly
added to their total in the second
quarter.
After the Flashes' free kick BG
took over at i's 45. Seven plays
later, John Spengler hit his sixth
field goal of the season from 44
yards out to give BG a 5-0 lead.
KSU took the kickoff and drove to
the BG 34. With a fourth-and-one
situation, a Mike McQueen fumble
stopped the drive, and the Falcons
took over on downs.
BG grounded their way down to
the KSU eight before Spengler
came in and kicked a 25 yard field
goal for an 8-0 BG lead.
THE FLASHES came back to
score twice within six minutes. On
the kickoff after Spengler's field
goal, KSU did something the BG
defense hasn't seen much of this
season - pass. Morrow completed
four of six passes in the 75-yard
drive, including a four-yard touchdown pass to Dave Bouldin. It was
the second TD pass let up by the
Falcons this year. The drive was
aided by a personal foul on BG
cornerback Lee Williams that
brought the ball from the BG 28 to
the 13.
The two-point conversion failed
but the BG lead was cut to 8-6. For
the game, Morrow connected on 14
of 29 passes for 179 yards.
THE FALCONS began their turn
around early in the third quarter.
After a KSU punt, the Falcons took
over at the 50. Using the effective
running of Otten and Wright, the
Falcons marched down the field.
With a first and goal at the KSU
nine, Wright hit Otten with a touchdown pass. The two point conversion failed but the Falcons
regained the lead, 14-9 with 8:17

THE BG defense also came to
life forcing the Flashes to punt
from their own 10 on the next
series. BG took over at the KSU 43
and, after a 12-play, time consuming drive, Wright scored on a
one-yard sneak. Spengler added his
42nd consecutive point after kick
and BG had a 28-17 win.
Stolz gave credit to the Flashes'
passing against his team. BG had
been ranked first in the NCAA in
pass defense before the game
yielding 61.6 yards per game.
"Kent has a good passing attack," he said. "We haven't been
tested at all this year. People don't
pass that much in this conference,
and the teams that do, we haven't
faced yet.
"From a passing standpoint, it
was open the entire game for us,"
Stolz continued. "The running part
of our game game in the second
half."
BG ammassed 314 total yards
compared to KSU's 247.
Andre Young, starting his first
game at outside linebacker in place
of Sam Thacker, led the BG
defense with 11 tackles including
nine solos.

COUPON GOOD TUESDAY

SIGMA XI LECTURE

WITH ANY FOOD PURCHASED

>ClOCK RESTAURAN

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 16
7:30 P.M., 115 EDUCATION BLDG.

FTRES

"INVENTION AS A REVOLUTIONARY CATALYST:
A CASE HISTORY OF ENERGY CRISIS"
Stanford R. Ovshinsky

:ofrV

(Founder and President ol Energy Conversion Devices, Inc., Troy, Michigan)
Ovshinsky has pioneered the use of amorphous (glass-like) materials for use
in various phases of information storage and control. In addition, they hold out
the promise of extremely cheap solar cells, as well as other energy conversion
devices. His work has been reported in numerous scientific journals, as well as
in such popular media as the New York Times, Newsweek, the Wall Street
Journal, Mechanix Illustrated, and Science News.
Ovshinsky holds over 60 patents. He was the 1968 recipient of the Diesel
Gold Medal for invention, presented by the German Inventors Association.

READ THE NEWS

Good only Tuesday, October 16

1

THE REDSKINS ARE COMING
AND SO ARE THE SKYDIVER9

American
Cancer
Society %
i.-~J --

Wo want
to cure cancer
in vour lifetime.

My boss didn't understand that I was healthy
again.
Solwastetgo
A lot of people are like
my boss They think that
everyone dies of cancer I
thought so. too Until the
American Cancer Society.
through one of tta service
and rehabilitation programs,
helped me return to a
normal life.
The ACS also has local
Units that help Americans
who've never had cancer
understand it better
Today, more and more.
cancer is a curable disease
Ignorance about cancer is
curable, too

SATURDAY-1:30 P.M.-PERRY FIELD
FLY HIGH WITH THE FALCONS AND
CONTINUE YOUR GREAT STUDENT SUPPORT

SATURDAY'S ACTION BEGINS AT NOON:
-ROCK MUSIC
-BANNERS
-FALCON FOOTBALLS

left in the third quarter.
KSU wouldn't let up, however.
On the ensuing kickoff, the Flashes
drove 51 yards in two plays, the big
one a 42-yard touchdown toss from
Morrow to Darren Brown. The twopoint conversion pass to Bouldin
was good and KSU retained the
lead, 17-14, with 7:14 left in the
third quarter.
BG came back for the winning
TD on the next series. Wright went
to the air game and Folkes rambled for 32 yards including the final
11 for the score. Spengler's conversion kick was good and BG led
21-17.

■^'* *

American Cancer
Society
■
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WITH PHOTOS FROM

DORSEY'S REXALL DRUG
500 E. Wooster

Bowline Green

Ph. 352-1693

YOUR CHOICE
single prints or double prints at our low coupon price

DOU iLl~piiN7s~ "i ~IIN G ii"pl INTS"
110. 126 Of 135

12 exp.
20 exp. S4.99
24 exp. $5.99

-FIRESTONE SKYDIVERS
-FLOATS
-HOMECOMING COURT

HOP A FREE RIDE ON THE FALCON STADIUM EXPRESS & ARRIVE M
EARLY BUY YOUR TICKETS DURING THE WEEK TO AVOID LONG LINES
AT THE GATE AND SAVE $ MEMORIAL HALL TICKET OFFICE OPEN
9 A.M.-5 P.M. EVERYDAY FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE

w

CAPTURE
THE
BEAUTY
OF
AUTUMN

110. 126 if 135

20 exp.
24 exp.

$3.29
$3.79

_ Expire*. U/3V7*,,,
|_
^1^1 — i.1—'_.
From KODAK. FUJI if FOTOMAT color print till
Add 35C lor 400 ASA film
Unit one roll per coupon

